The only guarantee that
100% of your modules are free of defect
The company

STS is the only company offering individual
module certification, and has set unique quality
standards for the PV industry.
Our 3,000m² testing facility is located in a lowcarbon emission industrial park, strategically
located in China, closer to PV makers and main
ports of shipment.
Like no other company, we run tests on every
module one by one, in order to guarantee that
all your modules are absolutely free of defect.
STS certified product: what does that mean?

STS certified is the only guarantee that all
your panels are free of defect. STS certified
modules must be produced in a factory approved
beforehand, their production is monitored by STS
and finally, each module is subject to individual
testing in STS facility.
To become “Approved Manufacturer”, PV makers
must have proven to meet STS’ quality standards,
and shown their commitment to improve the
quality of their products delivery after delivery.
Tests can also be run on non-approved
manufacturers. Each qualified panel would in that
case be marked “STS QC passed”.
Why requesting STS certified panels?

Our PV experience has helped us show that the
defective products rate varies from one manufacturer
to another, from one lot to another, and even from
one product to another within one lot, leaving the
customers with little chance to actually know the
quality level of the products they receive.
As the only company able to run individual
module testing on full orders, STS brings you
the guarantee that your whole delivery does
meet the highest quality standards.

Detection of defects through EL imagery

How to get STS certified panels?

To enjoy the benefits of receiving defect-free
solar panels, just ask your manufacturer to
provide you with STS certified PV modules.
Committed to help you receive the best modules
only, we coordinate with your supplier to let him
provide you with STS certified panels.
STS can also run the testing for you and provide
you with real time information in addition to a
series of full test reports issued at the end of
the testing.

What do we test? How do we test?

At STS facility, every module is submitted one
by one to a series of more than 50 points of
control, including:
- EL test: enables us to reveal cracks and
inactive areas putting your modules’ immediate
and future performances at risk.
- Flash test: allows us to check that each
electrical characteristic is conform to the
specifications of the product.
- Visual Inspection / Technical tests: we check
if there is any workmanship defect such as
scratches, soldering, waterproofing, packaging,
etc.
Tests are run on AAA certified equipment, in
order to guarantee the accuracy of our results.
STS individual module certification does not
affect your leadtime and is currently available for
all the PV modules produced in China.

Contact us

Do you need more information about our
services?
Please contact our team of specialists at
info@sts-certified.com for any question, or visit
our website www.sts-certified.com.
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